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Videos
It is easier to spread false information through videos. Here is
why; videos are able to carry so much information and have a
higher convincing power. People tend to believe what they see
more than they believe written or audio format content. 

Equally, misrepresentation of images play a key
role in spreading False information. A caption
attached to such an image worsens the
situation even the more.  

Half the data you encounter data in a report or presented as
graphics sometimes suffices as false information or
deliberately manipulated. For reports, people are more
convinced by numbers more than what the report's touchin
on. 

Images

Here is how FALSE information
manifests. 

Manipulated Data



Unlike mis-information, dis-information is
misleading information  and it's shared
deliberately. 

Simply, mis-information is information that's
misleading., regardless of its intent. 

DIS-INFORMATION

MIS-INFORMATION
MAL-INFORMATION
Mal-information is information that 's
based on truth but is used to taint an
organization's or individual 's image. 



Tools and Techniques.
3. Geo-location

InVid Image Verification1.

InVid is a trick tool. it offers a wide range of
opportunities to verify information around images
and videos. But here are just the basic uses: 

2. WhoIs and/or DNSlytics

Both these sites provide details of websites. Now, to put this into
context, we'll look at the drought situation in Kenya. If the current
situation dips into a depression, then we'll start seeing links
popping up with claims that it is a fund to support   victims of
drought. But such are phishing links, looking to collect your
personal data. Here is one:

Apart from finding location, Google
Earth gives  you the opportunity to go
back in time and survey an area, river or
forests. 

3. WebArchive

Simply, Webarchive allows you to
archive a link, incase it is deleted. This is
important both for short investigation
and long-form publications. 

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/fake-news-debunker-by-inv/mhccpoafgdgbhnjfhkcmgknndkeenfhe?hl=en
https://www.whois.com/
https://dnslytics.com/
https://twitter.com/NutritionalThe3/status/1587354581520060416
https://archive.is/


China is responsible for TWICE as many
emmissions as America and Europe combined. 

Data manipulation

Carbon contributes so little to greenhouse effect.
Water vapor is the main cause for greenhouse
effect. Humans have little to do with greenhouse
emmissions. 

https://archive.is/3ugXX
https://archive.is/3ugXX
https://archive.is/JFmzP


 VIDEOS
Does this video show crocodiles
invading a beach in Brazil, a sign that
a volcano or earthquake is yet to take
place?

https://archive.is/l7muW


I received this harrowing image from a
friend. The drought in Kenya is leaving no
survivors, thousands of livestock & wildlife
are perishing. This is in place called Embolioi
Kajiado.

Is this an image from the drought
that's being experienced in
Kajiado?

https://archive.is/GHKrK


Google Earth

Geo-location

NASA FIRMS

Apart from giving direction, Google Earth
offers the chance to go back in time. Here's
how:

Here is a bonus tool by NASA. It provides
data on fires. Fires caused by war & conflicts,
naturally ocurring fires, fires from logging
and all that. 

https://firms.modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/


THANK YOU


